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WARNING
Read this document before installing or using Roadshow “Topper Mod” by Dave
Improper installation, improper use, may cause damage to both machine and
topper. This document and other information from Roadshow “Topper Mod” by
Dave are to provide product installation guidelines and product usage options. It
is the obligation of each user of Roadshow “Topper Mod” by Dave to carefully
read and understand this document and all other documentation, instructions
and manuals supplied with Roadshow “Topper Mod” by Dave and to determine
the correct and safe methods of installation, operations and maintenance of
Roadshow “Topper Mod” by Dave, and the correct and safe conditions of use. In
no event may Roadshow “Topper Mod” by Dave be held responsible for improper
installation, operation and maintenance practices of users.
User’s use of Roadshow “Topper Mod” by Dave is at their sole risk. If problems
occur please contact roadshowtopper@gmail.com and we will do everything
possible to resolve any issues that you may occur that are not a result of user’s
negligence.

KIT CONTENTS: 12Volt DC Topper sign with beacons fully assembled 1 Wire
harness with connectors, and 4 screws to secure the topper down. This would be
everything needed for an install.

Installation
1. Place topper into desired position and secure using the 4 hex screws supplied.
There are 4 anchor points. 2 in the back and 1 on either end of the topper. There
are none on the front side for aesthetic reasons.

2. Open the backbox and feed the cable under the vent grate and out the vent hole
in the upper back part. To do this, loosen the 3 hex screws holding the vent grate in
place. You do not need to totally remove them. Just loosen them enough to slip the
cable end with the 3 pin connector containing three wires.

3. Connect the topper connector to the connector now sticking out the back of
your backbox.

5. Remove the speaker/DMD grill and run the cable down the right hand side and
through the existing cable anchors if they are there. Run the wire down through the
backbox into the base of the cabinet. You can close up the backbox at this point as
you will no longer need to have it open.

6. Lift the playfield and locate the wiring that you ran down through the backbox.
Pull the wiring towards the front of the cabinet. Attach the black wire with the
alligator clip to the black wire of the blade motor. Use the photos below to locate
the blade motor and be sure to connect the black clip to the black wire of the motor
avoiding any contact with the siding of the motor. If you prefer to solder you can
cut the clip off and solder directly to the motor tab.

7. Next, connect the 4 pin connector from your wiring harness to the auxiliary
power board. It will be in the front left side of the cabinet. Connect the power as
shown below. Make sure you get the ground pin on the very bottom pin of the
board. It's pretty easy to be up one too high and things will not work right. Also, if
you have a 3rd coin door slot then you may have a harness plugged into this area.
This can safely be removed unless you are using the 3rd coin slot for collections.
Typically this will be on non US domestic machines and re-imports.

Job Complete: Test it out and enjoy the show!
End Installation

Usage
Roadshow “Topper Mod” by Dave is self activated and requires no direct
interaction from the user. To activate the topper after installation you simply
need to play your RoadShow pinball machine and achieve multiball mode. During
multiball the topper will self activate and run accordingly. Also, when you power
on the machine for the first time, the topper will cycle one time for 10 seconds
letting you know that it is working.
Roadshow “Topper Mod” by Dave may or may not run 100% of the time during
multiball mode. Teds Blade is intermittent, meaning during multiball it goes up it
pauses which means it stops, then goes down and pauses again before going up
again. With each pause the signal stops. Normally if you have a power source like
a light tied to this it would go off and on with each pause. The circuit in the topper
mod is a retriggering timer relay which means when the blade pauses, the light
will not stop and will continue for 10 seconds, when the blade goes up it sends a
new 10 second signal to the light which means the lights run continuously during
multiball as they get retriggered each time the blade moves which makes for a
continuous topper. There is an exception during multiball where there is a chance
the lights could stop. When you hit jackpot in teds mouth the dozer blade drops
down until you hit Reds mouth jackpot to restart the dozer motor. That means
after Teds mouth jackpot the lights run for 10 seconds and will stop unless you
manage to hit Reds Jackpot mouth and keep things going. In Roadshow the
jackpots alternate back and forth until you lose 2 balls. If the lights do stop it's
nothing to worry about because when you do eventually hit Red's mouth jackpot
then the jackpot alternates back to Ted which means the dozer blades move up
and down again and the light show runs again. When multiball is over, Ted's blade
stops and the lights will stop after 10 seconds. If you drain all 3 balls at once then
you may get a little left over flashing lights into your next ball.

Maintenance
Bulb Replacement – 2W Omni Bulb Ba15S or 89 style LED’s or standard 89 flasher
bulbs designed for pinball use only.

DO NOT USE BULBS FROM YOUR LOCAL AUTOMOTIVE OR RETAIL OUTLET!!!
These bulbs run at a much higher wattage and will burn out your f116 fuse on
your power board or even cause more serious damage!

Problems with the Topper?
If you have any problems then please email me and I will do everything possible
to resolve any issue you are having. roadshowtopper@gmail.com
Conclusion
Thank you for your interest in the Roadshow “Topper Mod” by Dave. I'm proud of
the work done and the results. When I started the project I thought it would be
much easier than it turned out to be. Many hours of testing different bulbs,
different text on the signs, and trying to sort out the best and easiest way for
installation was poured into this project. In the end, the results are really good. If
you have any questions you can email me at roadshowtopper@gmail.com

